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Abstract— Locating Web content useful to specific user needs and tasks concerns nowadays, in many circumstances, to assess the credibility of the content itself. With the diffusion of social media and the possibility for everyone to become a content generator, the problem of assessing information credibility has become a major research issue, in particular in microblogging sites, where fake news, hoaxes and other kinds of misinformation are diffused almost without any traditional form of trusted intermediation. In this paper, we propose an approach based on multiple criteria associated with news, on which the use of aggregation operators guided by linguistic quantifiers allow the modeling of the decision maker behavior into the news credibility assessment process. The operation and the evaluation of the approach are illustrated by considering the Twitter microblogging platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The birth and progressive evolution of the World Wide Web (WWW) have made available to everyone a massive and distributed repository of heterogeneous data and potential information. This phenomenon has been further emphasised by the conception and implementation of Web 2.0 technologies, which allow every user to become a generator of content, the so-called User-Generated Content (UGC). In this scenario, UGC can be published and shared with peers through social media, without almost any traditional form of intermediated trusted control [1].

In this ‘disintermediation’ context, one of the big challenges related to the problem of locating on-line content useful to specific user needs and tasks, is how to assess the quality of the content itself and, consequently, how to retrieve only that at the highest standing. One important dimension of quality is credibility, which is a perceived characteristic of the information receiver, and which can be assessed by considering different aspects connected to the source that generated the content, the content itself, and the medium across which the content is diffused [2]. In the so-called post-truth era, a huge deal of research addresses the issue of discriminating in an automatic or semi-automatic way fake contents from genuine ones [3]. Tackling this issue is particularly important in microblogging platforms, which are nowadays a vehicle of fake news, hoaxes, conspiratorial theories, etc., thus strongly affecting the behavior of public opinion in real life.

In the literature, several solutions – mostly data-driven approaches based on machine learning (ML) – have been proposed to assess the credibility of news in microblogs [4]. In most cases, these approaches perform a binary classification of news items into genuine and fake. In a different perspective, in this article we focus on the presentation of a model-driven approach based on Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) to assess news credibility. The proposed solution relies on both several criteria (i.e., features providing evidence of credibility) related to the news items, and prior domain knowledge. The modeling of the above-mentioned aspects allows to compute an overall credibility score for each news item, which represents the satisfaction degree of a set of flexible constraints, obtained by aggregating the distinct credibility scores that represent how much each news item meets each criterion (constraint) from the point of view of credibility. Based on this overall score, either a ranking or a binary classification of news items can be provided. Compared to the solutions based on ML, the proposed MCDM-based approach allows incorporating the decision maker preferences in the credibility assessment process; as such, this can lead to a higher interpretability of the results, which is a benefit considering that credibility is a feature perceived by the information receiver [5].

The proposed approach takes inspiration from some prior works in the field of opinion spam detection [6], [7], but it addresses a different yet related problem, i.e., news credibility in microblogging sites, and explores the possibility of hybridizing the MCDM paradigm with some learning aspects. The approach is compared with multiple data-driven literature baselines to assess its effectiveness. To evaluation purposes, the Twitter microblogging site is taken into consideration.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

On microblogging sites, users share information in the form of short textual messages, which can also contain figures, videos, and URLs. In this context, Twitter, in particular, has gained reputation as a prominent medium for news diffusion [8], given that the majority of trending topics on this platform
can be considered as persistent news [9]. Because of this aspect, and the impact that news diffused on microblogs has on the formation of the public opinion, being able to identify fake news on these platforms is of paramount importance. But what constitutes fake news? In the traditional journalism context, fake news refers to “articles that are intentionally and verifiably false, and could mislead readers” [10].

On-line, and in microblogs in particular, fake news refers to information related specifically to public news events that can be verified as false [4], [11]. In this context, fake news can be of various kinds: (i) completely fake and large-scale hoaxes, which is news deliberately fabricated or falsified in the mainstream or social media to deceive audience [12]; (ii) humorous/satire news, which relies on irony and humor, mimicking credible news stories [12]; (iii) poorly written news articles, which are constituted by statements presented as facts, without any verification of the sources and characterized by a mixture of subjective opinions and facts [4]; (iv) conspiracy theories [4]; (v) misinformation, which is constituted by news that the person diffusing it believes true, but which then turns out to be totally or partially fake [4]; (vi) disinformation, which is false information intentionally and deliberately spread by individuals [11]; (vii) fake news automatically generated by spam profiles, trolls and bots [13]. Several approaches have been proposed in the last years for detecting fake news (of type (i) in particular) in microblogging sites. In these works, a news item has been intended either as a single post (e.g., a tweet), or as a thread of posts (e.g., a set of tweets on the same topic), which represents a so-called news event [14].

Made the above premises, a general classification of approaches to news credibility assessment into two main categories can be done, namely: (i) classification-based, and (ii) propagation-based approaches. The latter are mainly concerned with studying the influence that social bots have on the dissemination of fake news [13], [15] and how low-credibility information spreads over the social network structure [16]–[19]. Classification-based approaches are either based on the use of external Knowledge Bases and Semantic Web technologies to represent news items as facts, focusing in particular on automated fact checking [20]–[23], or on the use of multiple connections featured with news items to perform the classification task. The proposed approach follows this second strategy and, for this reason, only feature-based approaches belonging to category (i) will be detailed in the following.

Castillo et al. [24], [25] were among the first to tackle in a structured way the problem of news credibility on microblogging sites, Twitter in particular, by using classification-based approaches based on multiple features related to the textual content of tweets (linguistic features) and to their authors (behavioral features). In particular, they tested Bayesian methods, Logistic Regression, J48, Random Forests, and Meta Learning based on clustering, trained over labeled data obtained using crowdsourcing tools. Other classification-based approaches (mostly supervised or semi-supervised) are those described in [26]–[30]. Each of these solutions proposes different features (i.e., linguistic, behavioral, social, multimedia), machine learning algorithms, and evaluation datasets, depending on the considered problem, i.e., the assessment of the credibility of trending topics in Twitter [30], the identification of credible tweets during high-impact events [28], the detection of spammers [29] and troll profiles [27] in microblogging sites, the classification of credible versus non-credible multimedia tweets, i.e., accompanied by a multimedia item (image or video) from an event [26]. The work described in [14] considers a large set of credibility features (the same that are used in this paper) that are employed to automatically identify fake news in Twitter threads (disregarding multimedia content, which is out of the scope of this paper). The model proposed in [14] is trained over large-scale labeled datasets, including the one employed in this paper for evaluation purposes, i.e., CREDBANK [31].

III. MCDM AND NEWS CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT

In this section, an approach to the assessment of news credibility is presented, which is based on the definition of a model based on Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM). In an MCDM problem, there are usually a set of candidate solutions, i.e., alternatives that are available to a decision maker (DM), multiple criteria on which the alternatives are evaluated, and, possibly, distinct importance weights associated with each criterion. Solving an MCDM problem means to provide the decision maker with one or more optimal solutions (alternatives) complying to her/his preferences [32].

In the context considered in this paper, i.e., news credibility evaluation in microblogging sites, the alternatives are the considered news items, and the criteria to be assessed are related to the credibility features characterizing the news items. For each credibility feature, a numeric value is assessed, the so-called performance score, which can be interpreted as the degree of credibility of the news item with respect to that feature. These multiple credibility scores are subsequently aggregated to obtain an overall credibility score associated with the news item. Formally:

\[ A = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_m\} \] is the set of alternatives, i.e., the news items;

\[ C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\} \] is the set of criteria, i.e., the credibility features characterizing each news item;

\[ s_i \] is the satisfaction function that, for a criterion \( c_i \) \((1 \leq i \leq n)\), returns the performance score \( s_i(a_j) \in I, I = [0, 1] \), intended as the extent to which the alternative \( a_j \) \((1 \leq j \leq m)\) satisfies the criterion \( c_i \) (i.e., a credibility score in this context).

To obtain an overall performance score (i.e., an overall credibility score) \( \sigma_j \) for each alternative \( a_j \) (i.e., each news item), the distinct performance scores (i.e., credibility scores) must be aggregated [33]. To this aim, an aggregation operator (AGOP) is applied; an AGOP is an \( n \)-ary function \( A : [0, 1]^n \rightarrow [0, 1] \), which is monotonic non decreasing with respect to each variable, and which satisfies the following boundary conditions: \( A(0, 0, \ldots, 0) = 0 \) and \( A(1, 1, \ldots, 1) = 1 \). Formally:

\[ \sigma_j = A(s_1(a_j), s_2(a_j), \ldots, s_n(a_j)) \].
In the literature, several classes of aggregation operators have been employed to solve Multi-Criteria Decision Making problems, averaging operators in particular [32], [34]–[36]. A family of averaging aggregation operators that is of potential interest for the considered problem is that of Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) operators [37].

**Definition 1:** An Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA) operator $A_{OWA} : [0,1]^n \rightarrow [0,1]$ of dimension $n$ has associated a weighting vector $W = [w_1,w_2,\ldots,w_n]$ such that $w_k \in [0,1]$ and $\sum_{k=1}^{n} w_k = 1$, where:

$$A_{OWA}(x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} w_kb_k,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

in which $b_k$ is the $k$th largest of the $x_i$.

OWA operators have the interesting possibility of allowing to guide the aggregation by the specification of linguistic quantifiers (e.g., all, some, many, etc.). This makes it possible to represent more easily the trade-off that the decision maker is leaning to accept among the satisfaction of the considered criteria, which lies between two borderline situations: \(i\) the situation in which the DM desires that all criteria are satisfied by the alternative, corresponding to the min operator, modeled by the following vector: $W_{min} = [0,0,\ldots,1]$, and \(ii\) the situation in which the satisfaction of at least one criterion is what the DM desires, corresponding to the max operator, modeled by the following vector: $W_{max} = [1,0,\ldots,0]$. Between these two extremes lie all averaging operators, among which the arithmetic mean, modeled by the following vector: $W_{am} = [\frac{1}{n},\frac{1}{n},\ldots,\frac{1}{n}]$.

OWA operators give the possibility of constructing the weighting vector based on the formal definition of a linguistic quantifier as a fuzzy subset. Specifically, the decision maker provides a linguistic quantifier $Q$ indicating the number (absolute quantifier) or the proportion (relative quantifier) of criteria s/he believes should be satisfied to have a good solution. The procedure of generating the weighting vector $W$ from a linguistic quantifier $Q$ depends on its type. In this paper, Regular Increasing Monotone (RIM) relative quantifiers are considered,\(^1\) such as at least $k\%$ and most. In the following, the formal procedure aimed at constructing the weighting vector associated with a RIM quantifier is shortly reported.

### A. Equal Importance of Criteria

Starting form the definition of a RIM quantifier $Q$, the weights $w_i$ of a weighting vector $W$ of dimension $n$ (n values to be aggregated) can be defined as follows:

$$w_i = Q\left(\frac{i}{n}\right) - Q\left(\frac{i-1}{n}\right), \quad \text{for } i = 1,\ldots,n$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Equation (2) allows to define the weighting vector $W$ by assuming that all the considered criteria are equally important for the DM.

In real scenarios, it is often crucial to be able to discriminate the importance of the criteria that concur in a decision making process. For example, in the considered problem of assessing the credibility of news, not all the features connected with an information item are equally significant in terms of credibility. For this reason, it is necessary to consider unequal importance associated with features, as detailed in Section III-B.

### B. Unequal Importance of Criteria

In [38], a way has been proposed for aggregating $n$ scores by considering the different importance associated with the criteria that generated them. Let us consider an alternative $a$ (i.e., a news item in the considered context) to be evaluated with respect to $n$ criteria; the performance scores of $a$ related to the $n$ criteria are denoted by $x_1,x_2,\ldots,x_n$, each $x_i \in [0,1]$, while the numeric values denoting the importance of the $n$ criteria are denoted by $V_1,V_2,\ldots,V_n$. In the reordering process of the $x_i$ values, it is important to maintain the correct association between the values and the importance of the criteria that originated them. For this reason, $u_j$ denotes the importance originally associated with the criterion that has the $j$th largest satisfaction degree. For example, assuming that $x_5$ is the highest value among the $x_i$ values, thus $b_1 = x_5$ and $u_1 = V_5$. At this point, to obtain the weight $w_j$ of the weighting vector with weighted criteria, it is possible to employ, for each alternative $a$, the following equation:

$$w_j = Q\left(\frac{\sum_{k=1}^{j} u_k}{T}\right) - Q\left(\frac{\sum_{k=1}^{j-1} u_k}{T}\right),$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $T = \sum_{k=1}^{n} u_k$ is the sum of the importance values $u_j$s.

The weighting vector used in this aggregation will generally be different for each $a$, i.e., for each considered news item [37].

### IV. ASSESSING NEWS CREDIBILITY ON TWITTER

In this section, the proposed MCDM approach based on the use of OWA aggregation operators to perform news credibility assessment is illustrated on Twitter. After having identified and represented the credibility features to be employed in this context, different aggregation functions guided by distinct linguistic quantifiers are presented, which allow to vary the percentage of (important) features to be considered in the credibility assessment process, and to provide an overall credibility score associated with each news item. This allows to inject in the credibility assessment process the DM’s preferences (i.e., depending on the way the aggregation function is defined and on which linguistic quantifier is based).

#### A. Features Identification and Representation

Several features have been proposed and employed in the literature for evaluating the credibility of news items on Twitter. In this paper, one of the most informative feature sets available today and illustrated in [14] is considered. It is composed of the following 15 features belonging to four macro-categories:

1. **Structural features** [S], i.e., media count: the number of tweets that contain media contents (images, videos,
etc.), mention count: the number of tweets that contain mentions, URL count: the number of tweets that contain URLs, retweet count: the number of retweets for the news item, hashtag count: the number of tweets that contain hashtags, status count: the average number of tweets with respect to each user profile (in the thread), tweet count: the number of tweets that contain only text (no media, mentions, hashtags or URLs); 

(ii) User-related features [U], i.e., verified: the number of verified profiles (in the thread), density: the density of the network w.r.t. users (nodes) and their interactions (edges, i.e., mentions, replies, etc.), friends, also known as followees: the average number of followees with respect to each user profile (in the thread), followers: the average number of followers with respect to each user profile (in the thread); 

(iii) Content-related features [C], i.e., polarity: the average positive or negative feelings expressed by the tweets (in a thread), objectivity: the score of whether a thread is objective or not; 

(iv) Temporal features [T], i.e., ages: the author account age w.r.t. to her/his first tweet, lifespan: the minutes between the first and the last tweet of the thread.

Numerical values are associated with the above-mentioned features, but, since they represent different concepts, their values are expressed on different numerical scales. In the proposed MCDM approach, these values are transformed into meaningful performance scores (credibility scores) in the [0, 1] interval, which will be subsequently aggregated in an overall performance score (overall credibility score) as explained in Section III. To do this, the min-max feature scaling function has been employed. Formally:

\[ s_i(a_j) = \frac{x_{i,j} - \min(x_{i,h})}{\max(x_{i,h}) - \min(x_{i,h})} \]  

where, for a news item \( a_j \), \( s_i(a_j) \) is the performance score associated with feature \( c_i \), \( x_{i,j} \) is the value of feature \( c_i \) for \( a_j \), \( h = 1, \ldots, m \), and \( m \) is the total number of news items. In the considered problem, the value ‘1’ is assumed as the evidence of a full satisfaction in terms of credibility, and the value ‘0’ as a complete dissatisfaction.

B. Quantifier-guided Aggregation Functions

To aggregate the single credibility scores into an overall score for each news item, two distinct functions – denoted as (i) OWA_MORE, and (ii) OWA_MOST – have been defined. They are OWA operators guided by the more than \( k \% \) and the most linguistic quantifiers, which are formally defined in the following. The choice of these quantifiers is motivated by the fact that, ideally, a decision maker would desire the fulfillment of all criteria. As illustrated in Section III, this corresponds to using the min operator. Usually, to tackle MCDM problems, aggregation functions lying between the minimum and the maximum are employed, since they allow to compensate low scores on some criteria by high scores on other criteria [42]. For this reason, we have considered those linguistic quantifiers that perform an aggregation on the majority of the criteria satisfied.

According to [43], the more than \( k \% \) quantifier, denoted as \( Q_{more} \), can be defined as follows:

\[ Q_{more}(r) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } 0 < r \leq k \\
\frac{r-k}{1-k} & \text{for } k < r \leq 1 
\end{cases} \]  

In this paper, two configurations of this quantifier have been considered, i.e., with \( k = 50 \) and \( k = 75 \), representing different percentages of the required criteria to be satisfied. The shape of \( Q_{more} \) for both configurations is illustrated in Figure 1 (a) and (b).

Two definitions of the most quantifier are considered in this paper. According to [38], \( Q_{most} \) can be expressed as follows:

\[ Q_{most}(r) = r^2 \]  

According to [43], it can be defined as:

\[ Q_{most}(r) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{for } 0 < r \leq \alpha \\
\frac{r - \alpha}{\beta - \alpha} & \text{for } \epsilon < r < \beta \\
1 & \text{for } r \geq \beta 
\end{cases} \]  

The shape of \( Q_{most} \) under the two different definitions is illustrated in Figure 1 (c) and (d). In particular, Figure 1 (d) reports the case of \( \alpha = 0.3 \) and \( \beta = 0.8 \).

![Graphical representation of the Q function associated with the 'more than 50%' (a), 'more than 75%' (b), and 'most' linguistic quantifiers, expressed according to Equations (6) and (7), in (c) and (d) respectively.]

When considering all criteria as equally important, the weighting vector \( W \) for aggregation functions (i) OWA_MORE, and (ii) OWA_MOST, is obtained according to Equation (2), as illustrated in Section III-A. In this case, the

\[ W \text{ is equally distributed over all features.} \]

\[ W_{ij} = \frac{1}{n} \]  

This choice does not prevent from employing and testing other linguistic quantifiers within the developed model.
above-defined linguistic quantifiers represent the proportion of criteria to be satisfied by the alternatives. To consider the proportion of the important criteria to be satisfied, two other aggregation functions have been defined, where the weighting vector $W$ is built by employing Equation (3), as illustrated in Section III-B, together with the two linguistic quantifiers defined by Equations (5) – (7). The additional aggregation functions are denoted as: (iii) OWA_MORE_I, and (iv) OWA_MOST_I.

To assign distinct importance values to each credibility feature, two methods have been tested: 1) assigning them in a heuristic way, or 2) learning them from a subset of the available data. The second method illustrates that, in the presence of some labeled data (i.e., some news for which credibility is known), the proposed MCDM approach can be hybridized with a learning phase by considering a subset of the available training data. The two proposed methods are shortly explained in Sections IV-B1 and IV-B2 here below.

1) Importance values assigned in a heuristic way: In this case, the importance values associated with the considered features are based on a priori knowledge. In the literature, it has been highlighted that usually temporal and user-related features are particularly effective in assessing information credibility, more than content-related and structural features taken individually [3], [40], [44]. Based on these findings, with respect to the proposed categorization provided in Section IV-A, discrete importance values in the set $\{1, 2, 3, 4\}$ have been assigned to each category of features: in particular, to temporal features, an importance value equal to 4 has been assigned; to user- and content-related features an importance value equal to 3 and 2 has been respectively assigned; to structural features an importance value equal to 1 has been assigned. It is useful to notice that importance values could also take values on continuous intervals, like $[0,1]$.

2) Importance values learned from data: Numerous are the ways that could be adopted to learn importance values from data in an MCDM scenario, as illustrated in the literature [45], [46]. In this work, a simple solution has been employed to learn the importance weights of categories of features. The labeled dataset described in Section V-A and employed for evaluation purposes has been split into three parts: 1/3 has been employed as the training set (balancing fake and genuine news items), and the residual part as the test set. After that, a 100-tree Random Forest classifier (one of the baselines described in Section V) has been trained and tested by excluding one feature at a time from the initial feature set, to assess the influence of that feature on the final classification results. The importance $V_i$ of each single feature $c_i$ has been obtained by evaluating the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) value [39], when each feature is removed from the classifier (the lower the result, the higher the importance of the removed feature), by complementing and normalizing this value as follows:

$$V_i = 1 - \left[ (\beta - \alpha) \frac{\text{AUC}_i - \min(\text{AUC}_k)}{\max(\text{AUC}_k) - \min(\text{AUC}_k)} + \alpha \right] \quad (8)$$

where $\text{AUC}_i$ represents the AUC value obtained by excluding the feature $c_i$, $k = 1, \ldots, n$, $n$ is the total number of features, and $\alpha = 0.1$, $\beta = 0.9$ are constant values set to obtain normalized values in the $[0.1, 0.9]$ range (to exclude the ‘extreme’ values 0 and 1). By observing the features reordered according to the obtained importance values in Table I, it is interesting to notice that the learning process confirms, for the most part, the heuristic assignment of importance by category.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category – Feature</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Importance value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[T] – ages</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[U] – friends</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[S] – media count</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[U] – density</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[T] – lifespan</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[S] – tweet count</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C] – objectivity</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[C] – polarity</td>
<td>0.779</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[S] – reweet count</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[S] – mention count</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[U] – verified</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[S] – hashing count</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[U] – followers</td>
<td>0.809</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[S] – status count</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[S] – URL count</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To sum up, let us consider a news item $a$ characterized by the 15 features illustrated in Section IV-A, whose numerical values are denoted as $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{15}$. The performance scores $s_1(a), s_2(a), \ldots, s_{15}(a)$ are obtained after the normalization of $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{15}$ according to Equation (4), and the final credibility score $\sigma_a$ is computed as:

$$\sigma_a = \mathcal{A}_{\text{OWA}}(s_1(a), s_2(a), \ldots, s_{15}(a)) = \sum_{k=1}^{15} w_k b_k, \quad (9)$$

where $b_k$ is the $k$th largest of the $s_i(a)$, and the values $w_k$ are the elements of the weighting vector $W$ that characterizes the employed OWA operator; in particular the weights are computed according to Definition 1, Section III, which allows to incorporate in the weighting vector the importance weights associated with the considered criteria.

**Example 1:** Let us consider 4 credibility features. By considering an OWA operator with weighting vector $W = [0.2, 0.4, 0.1, 0.3]$ and a news item $a$, whose normalized credibility feature values are $(0.6, 0.4, 0.9, 0.5)$, the overall credibility score for the news item is: $\sigma_a = \mathcal{A}_{\text{OWA}}(0.6, 0.4, 0.9, 0.5) = (0.2)(0.9) + (0.4)(0.6) + (0.1)(0.5) + (0.3)(0.4) = 0.59$.

When features are considered as equally important, the value of the $w_k$ weights is computed according to Equation (2), where $Q$ is expressed according to Equation (5) for aggregation function (i), i.e., OWA_MORE, and to Equation (6) or Equation (7) for aggregation function (ii), i.e., OWA_MOST.

When features have distinct importance associated with them, the value of the $w_k$ weights is computed according to Equation (3), where importance values can be computed.
according to both methods described in Sections IV-B1 and IV-B2, and where \( Q \) is expressed according to Equation (5) for aggregation function \((iii)\), i.e., OWA_MORE_I, and to Equation (6) or Equation (7) for aggregation function \((iv)\), i.e., OWA_MOST_I.

V. Evaluations

To evaluate the proposed model, the CREDBANK dataset detailed in Section V-A has been employed. On this dataset, first, a binary classification task has been performed by employing the aggregation functions \((i)\)–\((iv)\) defined in Section IV-B, by assigning importance values both heuristically (Section IV-B1) and based on a subset of training data (Section IV-B2). Also, various well-known machine learning algorithms employed successfully in the literature for news credibility assessment have been implemented (i.e., SVM, kNN, Decision Trees, Naive Bayes, and Random Forests [3], [47]). The effectiveness of the different classifiers has been evaluated by considering the following metrics: accuracy (\(Acc\)), precision (\(Prec\)), recall (\(Rec\)), \(F_1\)-score (\(F_1\)), and Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) [39].

A. The CREDBANK Dataset

The dataset has been defined in [31] as “a unique dataset compiled to link social media event streams with human credibility judgments in a systematic and comprehensive way”. It is composed of about 80 millions of tweets, grouped into 1,376 news events (about 60,000 tweets per event). With each news event, a 30-element vector of credibility labels (called accuracy labels in [31]) is associated, provided by 30 distinct experts. Each credibility label is expressed on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from -2 (certainly false) to 2 (certainly true).

In this article, a ‘reduced’ version of the CREDBANK dataset is employed, i.e., the one described and provided in [14], where the authors have considered the most retweeted tweets in order to discard, among the 1,376 events, those provoking less reactions. To have an overall score associated with each news event, the authors have computed the mean accuracy rating based on the 30 accuracy labels provided by experts. This led the authors to finally select 156 news events, of which 99 are labeled as true and 57 as fake. It is worth to be underlined that in the reduced version, news events represent only the most significant news (in terms of reactions), and each news event is made up of thousands of individual tweets, for a total of more than 9 million tweets. In fact, in this evaluation section, news events are considered as news items to be classified in terms of credibility.

In Figure 2, two fragments of the JSON file representing a news event extracted from the CREDBANK dataset, and its connected features, before and after the normalization phase.

B. Implementation Details

The classification and experimental phases have been conducted by employing the Python programming language. To manage data, the pandas library has been used;\(^5\) to make numerical computations on data, such as the development of the proposed aggregation functions, the NumPy library has been used;\(^6\) finally, the scikit-learn library has been employed to implement and evaluate the baseline classifiers.\(^7\) In particular, as regards the parameter setting, the linear kernel of the sklearn.svm.SVC function has been used to implement the SVM classifier. Concerning the other classifiers, they have been implemented by keeping the default parameters of the following scikit-learn functions:

- sklearn.neighbors.KNeighborsClassifier for the kNN classifier;
- sklearn.tree.DecisionTreeClassifier for the Decision Tree classifier;
- sklearn.naive_bayes.GaussianNB for the Naive Bayes classifier;

To prevent possible overfitting, 5-fold cross validation has been performed to evaluate the above-mentioned machine learning baselines, as done in the related literature [14], [23].

\(^{5}\)https://pandas.pydata.org
\(^{6}\)https://www.numpy.org
For the proposed MCDM approach, aggregation functions (i)–(iv) have been implemented to aggregate the performance scores associated with the considered credibility features of news items. For each news item, an overall credibility score in the [0,1] interval has been obtained. Then, news items have been classified as genuine or fake by selecting an optimal threshold over these overall scores. The threshold has been set, for each distinct method, by selecting the value that maximizes the classification effectiveness, as discussed in [48]. The selection of a classification threshold was necessary to comparatively evaluate the proposed model with respect to those in the literature that apply a binary classification.

The model proposed in this paper generates credibility values associated with news items, and, as such, it is also suitable for proposing a ranking of news items to the decision maker on the basis of their possible level of credibility, so that the DM can directly take a final decision of which news to trust more.

C. Summarization of Results and Discussion

In this section, the values of the considered evaluation metrics for each aggregation function, and for each considered baseline, are reported. All classifiers have been tested over the CREDBANK dataset described in Section V-A. Table II summarizes the obtained results.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>Rec</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kNN</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Trees</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Forests</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM (50%)</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MORE_I(50%)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MORE_I(75%)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MOST_6</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MORE_I(50%)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MORE_I(75%)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MOST_6</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MOST_7</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MORE_I(50%)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MORE_I(75%)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MOST_6</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OWA_MOST_7</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be noticed that, for the aggregation functions guided by the more than k% and most linguistic quantifiers, several configurations have been tested. In particular, the functions denoted as OWA_MORE_I(50%) and OWA_MORE_I(75%) have been considered (i.e., more than 50% and more than 75% of criteria have to be satisfied). Furthermore, also the functions denoted as OWA_MOST_6 and OWA_MOST_7 have been tested, where in the first case the most quantifier guiding the aggregation is expressed according to Equation (6), while in the second case it is expressed by means of Equation (7), with $\alpha = 0.5$ and $\beta = 0.6$ (these parameters are those that provided the best results for the considered aggregation function).

Different configurations of aggregation functions considering different importance associated with the considered criteria have also been tested: OWA_MORE_I(50%), OWA_MORE_I(75%), OWA_MOST_6, OWA_MOST_7, both when importance values have been obtained heuristically (a), and when they have been learned from a subset of the available data (b) (see Sections IV-B1 and IV-B2).

Based on the results reported in Table II, a first consideration is that aggregation functions based on OWA operators guided by the more than k% quantifier perform better with respect to those based on the most quantifier, in any case, at least regarding the percentages of criteria to be satisfied that have been selected (remember that these represent examples of the decision maker preferences, which are modifiable parameters in the proposed model). Furthermore, as it was reasonable to expect, the aggregation functions considering a different importance associated with criteria perform better than those considering all criteria as equally important.

With respect to the aspect of how defining importance values, it is interesting, in particular, to notice that the aggregation functions for which the importance values have been defined heuristically based on a prior knowledge, have similar (and even better) performance of those where the importance values have been learned from a subset of the available data. This confirms the feasibility and the effectiveness of the use of a completely model-driven approach to tackle the considered fake news detection problem, not forgetting, at the same time, that more complex solutions to learn the values of importance from some given training data, together with the MCDM approach, could provide better results.

Globally, for the considered aggregation functions and ways of setting importance values, the best results are obtained by the aggregation functions OWA_MORE_I(50%) (a) and OWA_MORE_I(75%) (b), which exceed all baselines with respect to accuracy, precision and F1 score, with, on average, comparable AUC values.

![ROC curves and AUC values for SVM and RF baselines](image)

Fig. 3. From left to right, the ROC curves and AUC values for SVM and Random Forests, and for the most effective aggregation functions proposed in this paper.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, the problem of assessing the credibility of information spreading on social media was considered, by defining a Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) approach for news credibility assessment in microblogging sites (Twitter in particular). With respect to the several approaches based on machine learning that have been proposed in last years in the literature, the proposed approach, by exploiting aggregation operators and prior domain knowledge, allows to design in a flexible way the credibility assessment model. In this way, the ‘black-box’ effect that characterizes some previous works can be avoided and, at the same time, this approach is not fully dataset-dependent.

Despite this, it is possible and desirable hybridizing the MCDM model with some learning aspects if unbiased datasets labeled with respect to the credibility of information are available, as illustrated in the article. In future research, other families of aggregation operators (for example fuzzy integrals) and formal approaches to learn the different importance weights to be associated with credibility features will be analyzed and evaluated.
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